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OVERCOMING BANK SECRECY: ASSISTANCE IN TAX




Borders between foreign states have never been barriers to
criminals. Since the end of World War II, the development of interna-
tional trade and tourism has made it even easier for criminals to cross
these borders. This situation has led to closer international cooperation
in the struggle against crime and to the conclusion of several European
conventions in this field.' Switzerland has cooperated in this struggle
by ratifying both the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in
Criminal Matters (ECMA)2 and the European Convention on Extradi-
tion (ECE).3 These were in addition to bilateral extradition treaties,
concluded between Switzerland and other European countries in the
latter half of the nineteenth century, which covered both the surrender
of criminals and the obtaining of evidence in criminal matters.4
* Head, International Legal Assistance Section, Federal Department of Justice and
Police, Berne, Switzerland. LL.D., 1974, University of Berne. The views expressed in this
article are those of the author and do not bind in any way the Swiss Federal Office for
Police Matters. Unless otherwise indicated, all translations are the author's.
1. See, e.g., European Convention on Extradition, opened for signature Dec. 13,
1957, Europ. T.S. No. 24, 359 U.N.T.S. 273 [hereinafter ECE]; European Convention on
Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters, opened for signature Apr. 20, 1959, Europ. T.S.
No. 30, 472 U.N.T.S. 185 [hereinafter ECMA]; European Convention on the Supervision
of Conditionally Sentenced or Conditionally Released Offenders, opened for signature
Nov. 30, 1964, Europ. T.S. No. 51, 978 U.N.T.S. 227; European Convention on the Pun-
ishment of Road Traffic Offenses, opened for signature Nov. 30, 1964, Europ. T.S. No.
52, 865 U.N.T.S. 99; European Convention on the International Validity of Criminal
Judgements, opened for signature May 28, 1970, Europ. T.S. No. 70, 973 U.N.T.S. 57;
European Convention on the Transfer of Proceedings in Criminal Matters, opened for
signature May 15, 1972, Europ. T.S. No. 30; European Convention on the Non-Applica-
bility of Statutory Limitations to Crimes Against Humanity and War Crimes, opened for
signature Jan. 25, 1974, Europ. T.S. No. 82, 754 U.N.T.S. 73; European Convention on
the Suppression of Terrorism, opened for signature Jan. 27, 1977, Europ. T.S. No. 90;
European Convention on the Transfer of Sentenced Persons, opened for signature Mar.
21, 1983, Europ. T.S. No. 112.
2. ECMA, supra note 1 (ratified by Switzerland on Dec. 20, 1966. Sammlung der
Eidgen6ssischen Gesetze [AS] 1967 831).
3. ECE, supra note 1 (ratified by Switzerland on Dec. 20, 1966 at AS 1967 814).
4. See, e.g., Extradition Convention, July 22, 1868, Italy-Switzerland, 137 Parry's
N.YL, SCH. J. INT'L & CoMP. L.
II. MUTUAL ASSISTANCE UNDER THE SAT AND THE IMAC
In 1968, experts in the United States and Switzerland began dis-
cussions concerning a bilateral treaty on mutual assistance in criminal
matters. Although the American and Swiss experts had to cope with
the difficulties of bridging the chasms between European and Anglo-
American criminal law and procedure, they succeeded in drafting the
Swiss-American Treaty (SAT), which was eventually signed at Berne
on May 25, 1973 but did not go into force until January 23, 1977.1
Soon after signing the SAT, Switzerland began to direct her efforts
toward creating an internal law on international legal assistance. There
were several factors favoring the development of such a law. First,
there was no sufficient legal basis for cooperation with those countries
that had not concluded an agreement in this field with Switzerland.
Second, the rights of those individuals affected by the execution of a
foreign request of assistance were not secured, and the system of legal
remedies was incomplete, unclear and inconsistent. Moreover, Switzer-
land could assume the prosecution of offenses committed abroad only
if the offender or the victim were Swiss, or if an extradition treaty or
T.S. 43; Extradition Convention, July 9, 1869, France-Switzerland, 139 Parry's T.S. 377;
Extradition Convention, Oct. 30, 1873, Portugal-Switzerland, 146 Parry's T.S. 437; Ex-
tradition Convention May 13, 1874, Belgium-Switzerland, 147 Parry's T.S. 455; Extradi-
tion Convention Jan. 24, 1874, Germany-Switzerland, 147 Parry's T.S. 223; Extradition
Convention, Feb. 10, 1876, Luxembourg-Switzerland, 150 Parry's T.S. 273; Extradition
Convention, Aug. 31, 1883; Spain-Switzerland, 162 Parry's T.S. 369; Extradition Conven-
tion, Dec. 10, 1885, Monaco-Switzerland, 167 Parry's T.S. 73; Extradition Treaty, Nov.
16, 1887, Serbia-Switzerland, 170 Parry's T.S. 72; Extradition Treaty, Mar. 10, 1896,
Austria-Hungary-Switzerland, 182 Parry's T.S. 336; and Extradition Convention, Mar.
31, 1898, The Netherlands-Switzerland, 186 Parry's T.S. 209. The extradition treaties
with Monaco, Hungary (as a successor state to the Austria-Hungarian Monarchy), Portu-
gal and Yugoslavia (as a successor state to Serbia) are still in force and provide the legal
base for mutual cooperation in criminal matters between Switzerland and these
countries.
5. Treaty on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters, May 25, 1973, United States-
Switzerland, 27 U.S.T. 2019, T.I.A.S. No. 8302 [hereinafter SAT]. For a discussion of this
treaty, see Note, Treaty Between the United States of America and the Swiss Confeder-
ation on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters, 15 HAiv. INT'L L.J. 349 (1974); Note,
The Recent Swiss- American Treaty to Render Mutual Assistance in Criminal Law En-
forcement (An Application of the Bank Secrecy Act): Panacea or Placebo?, 7 J. INT'L L.
& POL. 103 (1974); Note, Treaty on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Between the
United States and Switzerland, 7 VAND. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 469 (1974); H. SCHULTz, DAS
BANKGEHEIMNIS UND DER SCHWEIZERISCH-AMERIKANISCHE VERTRAG OBER RECHTSHILFE IN
STRAFSACHEN (SCHwEIZERISCHER BANKVEREIN 1976); M. AUBERT, La protection des secrets
bancaires de fabrication et d'affaires et le traite e'entraide judiciaire en matiere penale
entre la suisse et les etats unies, in TJS 67 (197?); L. Frei, Drei Jahre Rechtshilfevertrag
mit den USA, 98 Schweizerische Zeitschrift fur Strafrecht 97 (1981).
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an international convention6 expressly obligated the Swiss authorities
to do so. Finally, Switzerland could not enforce foreign penal judge-
ments without having a corresponding internal law. Yet, on March 20,
1981, after lengthy parliamentary discussion which revealed the com-
plexity and intricacy of the matter, the Swiss Parliament enacted the
Federal Law on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters (IMAC).7 Since
the Swiss cantons (states) needed some time to adapt their laws on
criminal procedure,8 the IMAC did not enter into force until January
1, 1983.
The IMAC consists of one hundred and twelve articles,9 and for
this reason, a detailed analysis of the entire law lies beyond the scope
of this article. Thus, the author will limit himself to demonstrating
how Swiss banking secrecy is overcome when a foreign authority re-
quests assistance in criminal matters and how far assistance is granted
in criminal tax cases.
6. See, e.g., Convention on Offenses and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board
Aircraft, opened for signature Sept. 14, 1963, Europ. T.S. No. 676, 75 U.N.T.S. 287;
Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, opened for signature
Dec. 16, 1970, Europ. T.S. No. 7192, 860 U.N.T.S. 105; Convention for the Suppression
of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation, opened for signature Sept. 23,
1971, Europ. T.S. No. 757, 974 U.N.T.S. 177.
7. Bundesgesetz Ober internationale Rechtshilfe in Strafsachen, Systematische Sam-
mlung des Bundesrechts [SRI 351.1, AS 1982 846 (translation by Dr. Lionel Frei and
H.P. Wyssmann of the Federal Office for Police Matters (Berne) on file at the New York
Law School Library) [hereinafter IMAC]. For a thorough discussion of this law, see De
Capitani, Internationale Rechtshilfe. Eine Standortbestimmung. Strafsachen und
Verwaltungssachen, in 100 ZEITSCHRIFr FOR SCHWEIZERISCHES RECHT 365 (1981); Schmid,
Frei, Wyss & Schouwey, L'entraide judiciaire internationale en mati&re pnale, 100
ZEITSCHRIFr FOR SCHWEIZERISCHEs RECHT 247 (1981); H. SCHULTZ, BANKING SECRECY AND
MUTUAL ASSISTANCE IN CRIMINAL MATTERS (Swiss Bank Corp. 1983).
8. In Switzerland, there is only one penal code, since the Federal Constitution autho-
rizes the confederations to legislate in the field of criminal law. BUNDSVERFASSUNG (BV]
art. 64 his, para. 1. The Swiss Penal Code (SCHWEIZERISCHES STRAFGESETZBUCH [STGB])
was enacted on December 21, 1937, entered into force on January 1, 1942, and was
amended in 1950, 1968 and 1971. SR 311.0.
The organization of the court's procedure and jurisdiction are matters left for the
cantons. BV art. 64 his, para 2. Since Switzerland has twenty-six cantons and half-can-
tons, there are as many laws on criminal procedure, with attempts to unify them failing
thus far.
9. IMAC is divided into six parts: Part One (arts. 1-31) applies to international coop-
eration in criminal matters. Part Two (arts. 32-62) deals with the extradition of persons
who are the subject of criminal prosecutions or convictions. Part Three (arts. 63-84) sets
forth the conditions for obtaining evidence for foreign criminal proceedings. Part Four,
(arts. 85-93) covers the transfer of criminal proceedings. Part Five (arts. 94-108) explains
when foreign criminal judgments can be executed in Switzerland. Part Six (arts. 109-112)
deals with the repeal and modification of previous law, promulgation of implementing
regulations, and their entry into force. IMAC, supra note 7.
1988]
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It is appropriate to begin with a comparison of the two instru-
ments of international mutual assistance, the IMAC and the SAT, and
an explanation of some basic principles of international legal assistance
in criminal matters, as the basic difference lies in the scope of their
application. The IMAC covers the entire spectrum of international co-
operation in criminal matters, whereas the SAT contains only rules
governing the obtaining of evidence for a criminal proceeding insti-
tuted in the requesting state. While the SAT obligates the contracting
states to grant each other assistance when the conditions of the treaty
are met, the IMAC simply specifies the conditions under which Swiss
authorities are permitted to collaborate with foreign authorities in
criminal matters. Accordingly, the IMAC confers no right to demand
international cooperation, 0 although it does allow for international
treaties to take precedence by stipulating that the law will only apply,
"provided that international agreements do not provide otherwise.""1
In addition, there is a Federal Law Implementing the Swiss-Amer-
ican Treaty (LIT)"2 that should be considered lex specialis in that the
procedure for the execution of American requests made under the SAT
is governed by the LIT and not by the IMAC. Although the LIT and
the IMAC contain several identical provisions, such as those concern-
ing legal remedies, a separate law is necessary because attempts to co-
ordinate two different concepts of law necessitated the creation of cer-
tain special provisions in Swiss law which would have appeared to be
foreign in such a general law as the IMAC.13
A more detailed comparison of the SAT with the third part of the
IMAC shows that they have many rules in common, since both contain
a number of provisions that are based on the European Convention on
Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters. 4 Even the definition of mu-
10. IMAC, supra note 7, art. 1, para. 4. This rule is directed to the authorities of the
requesting state and to private parties such as the accused or the victim of the offense. If
the rule was limited to the authorities of the requesting state, it would be a superfluous
truism. This, however, does not mean that the Swiss authorities will have complete dis-
cretion when they apply IMAC, since they are bound by the general principles of legal-
ity, the rule of law and the security of law. Furthermore, as the rule is directed to private
parties as well, they do not have a right to obtain evidence in their case from
Switzerland.
11. Id. art. 1, para. 1.
12. Bundesgesetz zum Staatsvertrag mit den Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika Ober
gegenseitige Rechtshilfe in Strafsachen, SR 351.93, AS 1977 17 [hereinafter LIT].
13. Message of the Federal Council to the Federal Assembly Transmitting the Bill
Implementing the Swiss-American Treaty. Bundesblatt [BBe] 1974 631.
14. See ECMA, supra note 1; see also SAT, supra note 5. Compare, e.g., art. 1, para.
2 and art. 2(a) of ECMA with art. 2, para. 1 of SAT and art. 3 of IMAC (exclusion of
assistance); art. 2(b) of ECMA with art. 3, para. 1(a) of SAT and art. 1, para. 2 of IMAC
(reservation of sovereignty, security or similar essential interests of the requested state);
[Vol. 9
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tual assistance in the SAT is virtually the same as the one used in the
third part of the IMAC: "Acts of assistance shall include, but not be
limited to, service of documents, obtaining of evidence, production of
records or papers, search of persons or rooms, seizure and
confrontation.' 15
Some authors have contended that the IMAC would not apply in
cases involving American requests, since the SAT contains a complete
and exclusionary regulation concerning Swiss-American cooperation in
criminal matters.16 This opinion bears little scrutiny since the SAT
does not prohibit the State from cooperating beyond its scope, but
merely states that it does not apply to certain matters such as the exe-
cution of criminal judgements, 7 or investigations and proceedings con-
cerning violations with respect to taxes or customs duties.' 8 While the
SAT states how far Swiss authorities are obligated to go in granting
assistance, the IMAC stakes out the limits for possible international
cooperation in criminal law enforcement when Swiss authorities receive
foreign requests. It is highly unlikely that Switzerland would grant less
to a state which she found trustworthy enough to conclude a treaty
with, than to a state with which there is no mutual assistance agree-
ment. To interpret the SAT in a way that would prohibit Swiss author-
ities from executing American requests based on the IMAC rather than
on the SAT would be inconsistent, since by excluding such requests,
Switzerland would preclude her own authorities from requesting assis-
tance.' 9 In practice, this means that Switzerland may execute Ameri-
can requests for information or evidence in cases of tax fraud, although
this kind of assistance is not provided for by the SAT. Indeed, several
American requests for assistance in criminal tax investigations have
been executed by Swiss authorities since the IMAC went into force.
art. 5(a) of ECMA (and respective Swiss reservation) with art. 4 of SAT and art. 64 of
IMAC (compulsory process); art. 3, para. 1 of ECMA with art. 9, para. 1 of SAT and art.
12 of IMAC (applicable law); art. 3, para. 2 of ECMA with art. 12, para. 1 of SAT and
art. 65(b) of IMAC (forms of the affirmation of statements); art. 7 of ECMA with art. 22
of SAT and art. 68 of IMAC (service of process); art. 12 of ECMA with art. 27 of SAT
and arts. 69 and 73 of IMAC (safe conduct); art. 14 of ECMA with art. 29 of SAT and
art. 28 of IMAC (contents of a request).
15. IMAC, supra note 7, art. 63, para 2; SAT, supra note 5, art. 1, para. 4.
16. See, e.g., De Capitani, supra note 7, at 388-90.
17. SAT, supra note 5, art. 2, para. 1(b).
18. Id. art. 2, para. 1(c)(5).
19. See IMAC, supra note 7, art. 30, para. 1, which states: "Swiss authorities may not
address to another State requests which they themselves could not grant according to
this act."
1988]
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III. MUTUAL ASSISTANCE AND OVERCOMING BANKING SECRECY
The persistent and widely-held belief that Swiss banking and busi-
ness secrecy laws are impregnable is simply untrue. Swiss magistrates
have always been able to compel production of business and banking
records for a Swiss criminal investigation. According to Article 47(4) of
the Federal Law on Banks and Savings-Banks, 0 an obligation to tes-
tify in a civil or criminal proceeding on a federal or cantonal level takes
legal precedence over bank secrecy.21 Prior to the enactment of the
IMAC, however, banking secrecy could be raised on behalf of foreign
authorities investigating criminal offenses only if there was an interna-
tional treaty which imposed the obligation of granting legal assistance
or if the applicable cantonal law contained provisions regarding inter-
national cooperation in law enforcement, which was the case in only
some of the cantons.22 The SAT, therefore, is of special importance
because it grants United States authorities access to the process of
overcoming secrecy, provided, of course, that the respective require-
ments are met. The IMAC goes one step further, by allowing foreign
authorities access to information protected by banking secrecy even if
no mutual assistance treaty has been concluded, provided there is reci-
procity with the requesting state.2" This may prove difficult for some
common law countries, which, at times, have been reluctant to execute
Swiss requests by applying compulsory measures, because they viewed
the office of the Swiss "juge d'instruction '"24 as comparable to their po-
20. Bundesgesetze 0ber die Bankenund Sparkassen, SR 952.0, AS 10 337, amended
by AS 1971 808. The text of Article 47 reads as follows:
1. Anyone who in his capacity as an officer or employee of a bank, or as an
auditor or his employee, or as a member of the banking commission or as an
officer or employee of its bureau intentionally violates his duty to observe
silence or his professional rule of secrecy or anyone who induces or attempts
to induce a person to commit any such offense, shall be fined not more than
50,000 francs or imprisoned not more than six months, or both.
2. If the offender acted with negligence, the fine shall be not more than 30,000
francs.
3. The violation of professional secrecy is also punishable after the termination
of the official or contractual relationship or of the professional performance.
4. The federal or cantonal provisions on the obligation to testify or to provide
an authority with information shall remain reserved.
Id.
21. Id. art. 47(4).
22. If there is no order by a Swiss magistrate, a bank in Switzerland may give evi-
dence on a customer and his transactions only if he consents and thereby waives secrecy.
In criminal prosecutions, such waivers are rarely ever signed.
23. IMAC, supra note 7, art. 8.
24. A "juge d'instruction" is an examining magistrate or investigating judge.
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lice rather than a judicial authority.25 Therefore, Switzerland will re-
fuse to collaborate by raising banking secrecy unless the requesting
State assures that a Swiss request for compulsory measures, issued by
a Swiss "juge d'instruction," will be recognized without objections as to
the status of the requesting magistrate. No such assurance need be
given if Swiss authorities know from experience that their requests are
executed in similar cases or if the offense under investigation is so
egregious that insisting on reciprocity would be tantamount to further-
ing that kind of criminality or be against Swiss interests, as in cases of
drug trafficking or acts of terrorism.
The IMAC, on the other hand, does not restrict requests for assis-
tance only to foreign courts, and such requests "may be submitted by
authorities which are competent to investigate offenses,""6 provided
that the case under investigation is a criminal matter "in which an ap-
peal to a judge can be made according to the law of the requesting
state."'  Thus, care has been taken not to exclude foreign police forces
from the type of authority entitled to ask for assistance. In this way,
the drafters of the IMAC paid due regard to other legal systems, such
as those of some common law countries, where the office of the "juge
d'instruction" is unknown and where the state prosecutor (district or
state attorney) does not deal with the gathering of evidence. This is a
significant concession to foreign jurisdictions, since under the Euro-
pean Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters only judi-
cial authorities are entitled to request assistance. 8 In one case, the
Swiss Federal Tribunal (Supreme Court) ruled that based on Article
75(1) of IMAC, a request by the London Metropolitan Police for bank
records in an extortion case was admissible. In that case, the London
Police had requested that inquiries be made to the Swiss bank to
which the extorted money had been transferred.2
The IMAC goes even further by stating that "Swiss authorities
may also accept, from the [foreign] parties authorized to make them,
requests for the execution of procedural acts which, according to the
25. In the Swiss judicial system there are three distinct states of criminal procedure.
The first is a preliminary investigation conducted by police officials and prosecution at-
torneys. This is followed by a judicial phase in which there is an investigation by career
judges, known as "juges d'instruction," who hear witnesses testify and examine docu-
ments. The juge d'instruction wields judicial power by virtue of his authority to issue
search and arrest warrants. A formal trial is held if the attorneys for the prosecution
consider the case appropriate for trial after this judicial inquiry.
26. IMAC, supra note 7, art. 75, para. 1.
27. Id. art. 1, para. 3.
28. ECMA, supra note 1, art. 3, para. 1.
29. Judgement of Nov. 20, 1985 (S. v. Staatsanwaetschaft des Kantons Zirich) (Fed-
eral Tribunal) (opinion not reported).
19881
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laws of the requesting state, are incumbent upon the parties. '30 Such
requests, however, will be executed only if the authorities of the re-
questing state cannot, under their laws, officially ask for assistance.
The provision of the IMAC on which a foreign authority can base
a request under this law was drafted on the model of the SAT, which
contains a number of similar clauses.3 ' The only significant difference
lies in the fact that American requests under the SAT are made by the
"Central Authority," which is the Office of International Affairs in the
Criminal Division of the United States Department of Justice, and
Swiss requests are made by the Division of International Assistance of
the Federal Office for Police Matters. The Central Authority makes its
requests on behalf of "federal, state or cantonal courts or authorities
which by law have been authorized to investigate or prosecute of-
fenses."32 The term "authorities" is intended to include prosecutors,
police officials and administrative agencies at the federal, state or can-
tonal levels. 3s The Swiss Federal Tribunal has even held that the
United States Justice Department may make a request for assistance
under the SAT on behalf of the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC), provided that the investigation which promoted the request re-
lates to conduct that might be dealt with by the criminal courts.34
According to both the SAT and the IMAC, facts protected by
banking secrecy can be disclosed only if the conditions for the applica-
tion of compulsory process in the execution of a request are met. This
is because the summons to appear as a witness implies a measure of
compulsion, since refusal to comply will result in the individual being
brought before the magistrate by the police.3 5 Compulsory measures
may be employed only if the relevant facts described in the request
30. IMAC, supra note 7, art. 75, para. 2.
31. Compare IMAC, supra note 7, art. 75, para. 1 with SAT, supra note 5, art. 28,
para. 3, and art. 1, para. 1(a).
32. SAT, supra note 5, art. 28, para. 2.
33. Message from the President of the United States to the Senate, transmitting the
SAT (Feb. 18, 1976).
34. Judgement of Jan. 6, 1983, Bundesgericht (Federal Tribunal), BGE 109 lb 47
[hereinafter Santa Fe case]. The court based its holding on the fact that under American
law, the SEC has broad investigatory powers, similar to those of an ordinary police au-
thority. Id. at 50; see 15 U.S.C. § 78ii (1982). If its inquiries reveal evidence of possible
violations of the securities laws, then the SEC has the authority to "transmit such evi-
dence . . .to the Attorney General, who may, in his discretion, institute the necessary
criminal proceedings .. " Id. § 78ii(b).
The court also held that it was irrelevant that the inquiries by the SEC were of a
preparatory nature, since the SEC can, through the Attorney General's office, start a
criminal investigation within the meaning of Article 1(1)(a) of SAT. BGE 109 lb at 50-
51.
35. H. SCHULTZ, supra note 5, at 33.
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indicate that the offense prosecuted abroad contains "the elements,
other than intent or negligence, of an offense punishable according to
Swiss Law,"' 6 and if, in case of a request made under the SAT, that
offense is listed in the schedule of offenses annexed to the treaty.37 In
executing a foreign request, the Swiss magistrate can order searches,
the seizure of evidence, the summoning and interviewing of witnesses,
or the release from banking or business secrecy, only if the offense de-
scribed in the foreign request would be punishable under Swiss law if
committed in Switzerland. This standard for ordering compulsory mea-
sures is called double punishability or dual criminality. The rationale
behind this standard is that any contrary rule would impose harsh re-
strictions on an individual's personal rights for acts which, if commit-
ted in his own state, would be completely lawful. It stands to reason
that this would be in open contradiction to the public's sense of justice
and to the public order."
Dual criminality does not mean that there must be identical of-
fenses. It is quite possible that what may be fraud in the United
States, is embezzlement in Switzerland, and vice versa, depending on
the respective legal definitions. Difficulties may arise, however, where
the laws of the requesting State have no comparable offenses to those
of the requested State. The decision of the Swiss Federal Tribunal in
the Santa Fe cases9 illustrated this problem. In that case, the United
States Department of Justice sought assistance under the SAT in con-
nection with an investigation into insider trading. They requested the
names of those customers who had given the Swiss banks in question
the orders to make transactions in both Santa Fe stock and options for
that stock on the New York Stock Exchange. The court held that trad-
ing of options or stock by insiders or the use of inside information was
not punishable per se under Swiss law.4" After ruling out that insider
trading would constitute fraud or unfaithful management under Arti-
cles 148 or 159 of the Swiss Penal Code, the court held that a violation
of business secrecy under Article 162 of the Swiss Penal Code41 could
36. IMAC, supra note 7, art. 64, para. 1; SAT, supra note 5, art. 4, para. 2.
37. SAT, supra note 5, art. 4, para. 2.
38. Cf. Message of the Swiss Federal Council to the Federal Assembly Transmitting
the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters. BBe 1966 1 480.
39. See Santa Fe case, supra note 34, at 47; see also supra note 34 and accompany-
ing text.
40. Santa Fe case, supra note 34, at 53.
41. STGB, supra note 8, art. 162. Article 162 reads as follows:
Violation of Manufacture or Business Secrecy
Whoever discloses a manufacture or business secret, which he should keep by
virtue of a legal or contractual obligation, and whoever makes use of the dis-
closure, shall, upon petition, be confined in the prison or fined.
19881
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have been committed if the insider divulged secret information to a
third party (tippee) or if the third party profited from this breach of
secrecy and traded on the basis of that information. 42 The court found,
however, that the request did not specify whether the insiders traded
themselves or whether they divulged material non-public information
to third parties who, in turn, profited from its use. 13 Therefore, since it
was not clear whether the offense under investigation in the United
States would be punishable in Switzerland, and the execution of the
request required compulsory process, the court rejected it. 4 The court
noted that to decide otherwise would have incurred the risk of sanc-
tioning the use of compulsion in a case where the conditions of Article
4(2) of the SAT would not be met, thereby violating that provision of
the treaty.45
Thus, to request compulsory assistance under the SAT in a case of
insider trading, the United States Department of Justice must show
that there are reasons to believe that insider information was passed to
a third party or that a person other than the insider must have given
the suspect orders. Although the Treaty does not require definite
proof, but only a showing of reasonable suspicion,' such a standard
may be difficult to meet if the only information that the SEC possesses
at the beginning of the investigation is the number of shares, the price
of their purchase and sale, the dates of the transactions, and the fact
that the broker in question acted on behalf of a Swiss bank which, in
fact, had placed the orders for one of its customers. Indeed, the only
way to positively determine whether there was a breach of secrecy
within the meaning of Article 162 of the Swiss Penal Code would be to
know the identity of the customer, which would require execution of
the request.
Although the standard set by the Swiss Federal Tribunal is diffi-
cult to satisfy, the court has allowed compulsory assistance under the
SAT in nine cases since the Santa Fe decision in 1983."' In addition, it
granted the second request that the United States Department of Jus-
tice had made in the Santa Fe case, when the Department was able to
show, through circumstantial evidence, that third parties had been
Id.
42. Santa Fe case, supra note 34, at 57.
43. Id. at 57.
44. Id. at 58.
45. Id. at 57.
46. SAT, supra note 5, art. 1, para. 2.
47. See, e.g., Judgement of Jan. 26, 1983 discussed in 28 ETUDES SuIssE DE DROIT
EUROPIkEN, L'AVANT-PROJECT DE LOI FtDgRALE SUR LES OP9RATIONS D'INITIES 308-16 (1984).
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tipped off and provided with inside information.4" Hence, the SAT is
not completely useless in the investigation of insider trading.
On December 18, 1987, the Federal Chambers (Parliament), upon
a proposal by the Swiss Federal Council, enacted a penal provision
against insider trading.49 When this provision comes into force, com-
pulsory assistance under the SAT will be available on a wider scope:
First, banking secrecy will be overcome even in cases where the insider
himself traded on the basis of material non-public information; and
second, the distinction between trading by insiders and disclosure of
business secrets will no longer be necessary, since in both instances, the
standard of dual criminality will have been met, and thus assistance
under the SAT will be available. 0
48. Judgement of May 16, 1984 (Santa Fe II) discussed in 28 ETUDES SUISSE DE
DROIT EUROPtEN, L'AVANT-PROJECT DE LOI IADARALE SUR LES OPIkRATIONS D'INITIES 316-22
(1984).
49. BBe 1988 I 3. The provision, as translated by the Swiss Federal Office of Justice,
reads as follows:
Art. 161 Penal Code (new)
Exploitation of Knowledge of Confidential Facts (Insider Trading)
1. A person who, in his capacity as a member of the board, an officer, an audi-
tor, or a mandated person of a company or of a corporation dominating this
company or dominated by it, as a member of an authority of as a civil ser-
vant, or in his capacity as an assistant to such persons, knows a confidential
fact whose disclosure can be anticipated to have a significant influence on
the market price of the shares, other securities or equivalent negotiable in-
struments or interests of the company, or on the market price of options
thereof, traded on or ancillary to any Swiss stock exchange, and obtains for
himself or a third party a pecuniary advantage through the exploitation of
this information, or discloses such a fact to any third party and obtains
thereby for himself or a third party a pecuniary advantage, shall be punished
by imprisonment or by a fine.
2. A person to whom such a fact is communicated directly or indirectly by any
person described in subsection 1, and who obtains for himself or a third
party a pecuniary advantage through the exploitation of this information,
shall be punished by imprisonment of not over one year or by a fine.
3. Are considered facts within the meaning of subsections 1 and 2 the pending
emission of new shares, a merger of companies or a similar event of compara-
ble importance.
4. When it is envisaged to bring together two corporations, subsections 1 to 3
apply to both corporations.
5. Subsections 1 to 4 apply by analogy when the exploitation of the knowledge
of a confidential fact relates to shares, other securities or negotiable instru-
ments or interests, or options thereof, of a cooperative corporation or of a
foreign company.
Id. The provisions will probably enter into force in the second half of this year.
50. It should be noted that Article 4, para. 2 of the SAT sets as a further condition to
the application of compulsory measures in the execution of a request that the offense
under investigation must be listed in the offenses annexed to the Treaty. Neither Article
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Pending the enactment of the insider trading statute in Switzer-
land, a provisional solution is available: In those cases where the SEC
is unable to gather information under the SAT, it may make a request
for information under the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU),
signed in Washington, D.C. on August 31, 1982,51 and the Agreement
concluded by the main Swiss banks under the aegis of the Swiss Bank-
ers Association (Agreement XVI)."2 Such requests are made through
the United States Justice Department and the Swiss Federal Office for
Police Matters to an independent, three-member commission of in-
quiry. If the standards of Agreement XVI are met, the commission will
ask the bank to submit a detailed report regarding the transaction
under scrutiny. The bank will freeze the accounts of the respective cli-
ent up to the amount of the profit realized (or the loss avoided) by the
transactions, inform the client and give him the opportunity of re-
sponding. The bank will then forward the requested report to the com-
mission, which will convey the relevant information to the Federal Of-
fice for Police Matters. That Office will then transmit the information
to the SEC through the United States Department of Justice." At the
time of this writing, information has been provided under the MOU/
Agreement XVI procedure in eight cases, although the conditions for
turning over the requested information were not met with regard to all
customers involved in those cases. In this context, it is interesting to
note that the Swiss Federal Tribunal refused to consider the merits of
an appeal that was filed against the decisions of the Swiss Federal Of-
fice for Police Matters in such a proceeding. The court held that these
decisions are not subject to legal remedies under the LIT and thus dis-
missed the appeal by a bank customer whose name was to be provided
162 of the STGB, (violation of business secrecy), nor the new Article 161 appear on that
list. The SAT, however, allows the use of compulsory measures by the Central Authority
if the importance of the offense justifies it, even if the offense is not listed in the sched-
ule of offenses. SAT, supra note 5, art. 4, para. 3. This element of seriousness was clearly
demonstrated in those cases of insider trading where compulsory assistance under the
SAT was granted. This requirement should not be a problem in practice since transna-
tional cases of insider trading usually involve large scale transactions, several offenders,
and huge illegal profits.
51. Memorandum of Understanding to Establish Mutually Acceptable Means for Im-
proving International Law Enforcement Cooperation in the Field of Insider Trading,
Aug. 31, 1982, United States-Switzerland, reprinted in 22 I.L.M (1983) [hereinafter
MOU].
52. Agreement XVI of the Swiss Bankers Association with Regard to the Handling of
the Requests for Information from the Securities and Exchange Commission of the
United States on the Subject of Misuse of Inside Information (July 14, 1982), reprinted
in Legal Times, Oct. 4, 1982, at 19, col. 2 [hereinafter Agreement XVI].
53. For further information on the MOU and Agreement XVI, see Greene, U.S.,
Switzerland Agree to Prosecute Inside Traders, Legal Times, Oct. 4, 1982, at 12, col. 1.
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to the SEC. 4
The mechanism of the MOU and Agreement XVI is a good exam-
ple of how a conflict of jurisdiction and laws can be solved by discus-
sion and how a compromise may be found that is reasonably satisfac-
tory to all parties involved.55 Although the MOU is a simple
declaration of intent and does not have the binding force of an interna-
tional treaty, and since neither the United States nor the Swiss author-
ities are parties to Agreement XVI, both instruments together can be
viewed as a unique tool for international cooperation in law
enforcement.
When the new provision on insider trading comes into force,
Agreement XVI will lapse,56 since it will no longer be needed to com-
plement mutual assistance proceedings under the SAT. An exchange of
notes between the United States and Switzerland will deal with the
availability of assistance proceedings and the use of evidence furnished
under the Treaty, since the laws of both nations already provide for
administrative and judicial proceedings in which sanctions and reme-
dies other than prison sentences and fines can be imposed in criminal
prosecutions. The exchange of notes, which was conducted in accor-
dance with the SAT,57 makes treaty assistance available for United
States proceedings where injunctions, restraining orders, disgorgement,
imposition of civil penalties, suspension or revocation of registration,
or suspension or barring of a person from being associated with a com-
pany, is sought by the SEC in a case of insider trading, provided that
assistance is granted with a view to possible penal proceedings.5 " The
54. See Judgement of June 18, 1986, BGE 112 Ib 145.
55. The solution to this problem could not have been found by issuing summonses or
orders to Swiss banks that they should testify or produce documents in the foreign pro-
ceeding. If the banks were to comply, they would risk prosecution under STGB art. 273,
which prohibits them from making business secrets available to foreign authorities or
entities, and under Article 47 of the Federal Law on Banks and Savings Banks. See
supra note 20 for text of art. 47.
56. See Agreement XVI, supra note 52, art. 11, para 1.
57. Article 1, para. 3 of the SAT provides that:
The competent authorities of the contracting parties may agree that assistance
as provided by this Treaty will also be granted in certain ancillary administra-
tive proceedings in respect of measures which may be taken against the perpe-
trator of an offense falling within the purview of this Treaty. Agreements to this
effect shall be concluded by exchange of diplomatic notes.
SAT, supra note 5, art. 1, para. 3. The exchange of notes was envisaged in § II, para. 4 of
the MOU. MOU, supra note 51, § II, para. 4.
58. Exchange of Notes Between the United States and Switzerland on Assistance in
Ancillary Administrative Proceedings Related to Insider Trading Investigation of Nov.
10, 1987. The German version of the diplomatic note is published in SR 0.351.933.65, AS
1988 416.
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purpose in exchanging notes, therefore, is to allow the use of sanctions
that are less severe than criminal penalties and that permit the harm
caused by the offense to be repaired. It would not be sensible to pro-
vide assistance only for the criminal punishment of an offender and
exclude an array of sanctions that may not only be less stringent and
less intrusive, but would also allow the victims of insider trading an
opportunity to recoup their losses. Furthermore, such use of assistance
is presently allowed under the MOU/Agreement XVI procedure, and
the enactment of a Swiss law on insider trading should not restrict as-
sistance to levels below this proceeding. To avoid a step backwards, the
exchange of diplomatic notes is necessary.
If Switzerland is investigating a case of insider trading (which may
no longer be so unlikely due to the enactment of a respective Swiss
statute) and seeks assistance in the United States, Swiss authorities
will be allowed to request assistance in proceedings involving court or
administrative orders declaring a violation of, or commanding a person
to comply in the future with, applicable Swiss law. Assistance will also
be possible in proceedings concerning the issuance of formal prohibi-
tions against engaging in a vocation, trade or business which requires a
license, the revocation of these licenses, the imposition of sanctions or
penalties under administrative law, and the judicial confiscation of
profits. This development further demonstrates that Swiss authorities
are committed to combating economic crime and to safeguarding the
integrity of the financial markets. The agreements reached in the field
of insider trading are a hallmark of cooperation in international
enforcement.
In general, fulfilling the criteria necessary for finding dual crimi-
nality is not as difficult in most cases as it is for insider trading viola-
tions, since more often than not, banking secrecy can be set aside on
behalf of foreign criminal proceedings. If the standard of dual criminal-
ity is met, however, Swiss authorities can not only order a bank to give
evidence, but also impose an interim freeze of accounts, deposits or
other assets to preserve the existing situation or to safeguard
threatened legal interests (e.g., the victim's). Under both the LIT and
the IMAC, foreign authorities may expressly request that the same
measures be taken.50 Furthermore, the IMAC provides that all objects
or valuables originating from an offense be handed over to the request-
ing authorities if seizure is permitted by Swiss law, 0 and that profits
59. See LIT, supra note 12, art. 8, para. 1; IMAC, supra note 7, art. 18.
60. IMAC, supra note 7, art. 74. Article 74 of the IMAC formed a part of the basis




from an offense may be returned to the victim even outside criminal
proceedings. The return of the assets, however, will have to be pre-
ceded by a determination as to what claims are made with respect to
which valuables, and if there is reasonable suspicion that they consti-
tute the profits of the offenses under investigation. Moreover, the
rights of bona fide third parties will have to remain reserved. Hence,
lengthy proceedings on these requests are anticipated.
The SAT and the IMAC also contain rules on how to deal with
third parties or, as they are sometimes called, "innocent persons" or
"non-participatory third parties" that become involved in the process
of granting assistance.' When the requesting authority asks for papers
or information regarding a banking or business secret, the question
arises whether the names of persons or firms must be disclosed if, in
the foreign proceedings, those persons or firms are not suspected, ac-
cused, charged or indicted. If such a decision has to be made, the fact
that the request does (or does not) mention the relevant names is not
the only element to be taken into consideration. In addition to the of-
fenders who are already known, other persons may have illegally par-
ticipated in the actions under investigation, such as co-offenders, aid-
ers and abettors or instigators. A third party, albeit acting in good
faith, may have been used as a tool by such offenders. Furthermore, it
is common in the perpetration of commercial crimes for criminals to
put up front men, sham companies or even lawyers to facilitate or hide
their deeds and to conceal their true identities. Finally, care must be
taken that under a pretext of protecting "non-participatory third par-
ties," the foreign criminal proceeding is not sabotaged because the ex-
act information which should have been gathered by the request is
held back. Names of natural or juridical third parties must be disclosed
if the persons are involved in any way in the facts being investigated
abroad. According to decisions of the Federal Tribunal, disclosure will
occur
if there is a real and immediate relationship between a person
and one of the facts described in the request, which is an ele-
ment of an offence; the third person need not be a participant
in the sense of criminal law. Nor is it required that the third
person participated in the realisation of one of the elements
which by law are the characteristics of the offence. 2
For this reason, a person who was involved in an offense against prop-
erty in any way as an intermediary cannot be regarded as "non-par-
61. See id. art. 10; SAT, supra note 5, art. 10, para 2.
62. Judgement of Aug. 26, 1981, Die Praxis Bundesgerichts [Pra.] 70672.
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ticipatory"; his name has to be disclosed."3 The same criteria apply to
receivers of illegally acquired funds or the accused's wife or mistress, in
whose name he has hidden unlawfully acquired money or profits.""
Even a company that is used as an intermediary to provide another
company with funds intended to commit or make possible the offense
mentioned in the request for assistance cannot be regarded as a non-
involved third party,"' nor can the one who has a leading position in
that company or otherwise controls it. 6
Nevertheless, no sufficient relationship will exist between the third
person and the offense if, for example, the offense is committed with
the help of funds obtained in circumstances unconnected with the per-
petration of the offense, or if the offender conducted ordinary business
relations with the third person. For the same reasons, the identity of a
customer who has given his bank discretionary power to manage his
assets will not be disclosed if the insider-trading transaction under
scrutiny was made by the bank without his knowledge. Although the
bank customer may have profited, he is clearly not involved in the of-
fense. On the other hand, if the person in question is not involved in
any way in the foreign proceedings, his name will be disclosed if it
seems imperative to establish the facts, and if the seriousness of the
offense justifies it.67
The rules described here are not intended to protect third parties
from foreign investigations into violations of fiscal laws. In those cases,
the condition of speciality will be imposed when the items of informa-
tion are sent abroad." The idea that names of third parties are to be
disclosed only insofar as those parties are involved in the facts being
investigated is based on the concept of proportionality: Balancing con-
flicting interests so that an intrusion into an individual's privacy is al-
lowed only to the extent necessary to execute the request according to
regular and orderly procedures.
IV. OBTAINING EVIDENCE IN TAX CASES
Linked to the question of overcoming banking secrecy is that of
obtaining evidence in tax cases. Until 1983, the traditional Swiss ap-
63. See Judgement of Sept. 28, 1979, BGE lb 105 419, 429.
64. See Judgement of Nov. 28, 1984 (Hedwig G. v. Anklagekammer SG) (Federal Tri-
bunal) (opinion not reported); see also Judgement of Sept. 18, 1984 (Adriana A. and
Franca A. v. Chambre d'accusation GE) (Federal Tribunal) (opinion not reported).
65. Judgement of Aug. 26, 1981, BGE lb 107 252, 257.
66. Judgement of Sept. 1, 1981, BGE lb 107 258, 260-61.
67. See SAT, supra note 5, art. 10, para. 2; IMAC, supra note 7, art. 10, para. 1.
68. See infra notes 88-91 and accompanying text.
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proach was not to grant assistance in criminal tax cases. This position
probably reflected an instinctive, defensive reaction against what was
seen as the "almighty" presence of the state. It is also conceivable that
the policy not to cooperate in tax matters originated from nationalistic
thinking in that the requested state did not want to strengthen a possi-
ble competitor by directly or indirectly helping to collect its taxes and
duties. The situation in Europe before World War II, when dictatorial
regimes used criminal proceedings for fiscal offenses as a pretext for
taking measures against opposers of the regime, should also be taken
into account. In addition, the ordinary Swiss citizen has always felt a
strong aversion to the quasi-confiscatory systems of taxation that exist
in some countries.
There has, however, never been an absolute prohibition against as-
sistance in tax matters. First, Switzerland has concluded treaties with
several states which include clauses designed to avoid double taxation
and provide that information necessary for the proper operation of the
treaty will be exchanged by the contracting authorities.6 9 Second, assis-
tance has always been granted to exonerate a target of investigation
into tax matters. The IMAC repeats this principle, while broadening
its field of application. If assistance is sought for the exoneration of a
person involved in a tax proceeding, cooperation will generally be pos-
sible and compulsory measures may be ordered for the execution of the
foreign request even if the facts described therein were not punishable
in Switzerland. 70 Theoretically, even bank secrecy could be raised, al-
though in practice the magistrate ordering the bank to furnish evi-
dence in such cases will have to face the difficult task of finding out
whether the items of evidence sought will really exonerate the target of
the foreign proceeding. In any case, it would be advisable to request a
transcript of the record in which the person involved agreed to the tak-
ing of evidence before any action is taken.
In 1973, another exception to the denial of assistance in tax mat-
ters was made. According to the SAT, Switzerland has the obligation
to grant assistance in cases of violations with respect to income taxes if
the request concerns an investigation or proceeding undertaken against
somebody who is "reasonably suspected ... of belonging to an upper
echelon of an organized criminal group or of participating significantly
... in any important activity of a group."" Since the prosecution for
69. See, e.g., The Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation with Respect to
Taxes on Income, May 24, 1951, United States-Switzerland, art. XVI, 2 U.S.T. 1760,
T.I.A.S. No. 2326 (creating the obligation to furnish further information for the preven-
tion of fraud and the like).
70. See IMAC, supra note 7, art. 63, para. 5 and art. 64, para. 2.
71. SAT, supra note 5, art. 7, para. 2(a); see also, IMAC, supra note 7, art. 2, para. 2.
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tax evasion is often the only available means for punishing members of
organized crime, Switzerland felt constrained to deviate from her tradi-
tional policy for fear of appearing aloof in the international struggle
against this dangerous form of crime.7 2 In practice, this exception has
not been of great importance. Out of more than 350 requests that the
United States has made under the SAT, only a small number were for
this special form of assistance.
Obviously, the American drafters of the SAT did not realize what
far-reaching assistance was available under the ordinary provisions of
the SAT. Nevertheless, it can be said that the concept of cooperating
in criminal tax proceedings whenever a member of organized crime is
the target of the investigation marks a significant departure from the
traditional Swiss position.
Another important change took place when the Swiss Parliament
debated the bill for the IMAC. Although a request will still not be
granted "if the subject of the proceeding is an offense which appears to
be aimed at reducing fiscal duties or taxes,"73 the Swiss authorities are
allowed to execute a foreign request for obtaining evidence "if the sub-
ject of the proceeding is a duty or tax fraud. 7 4 The Swiss Parliament
inserted this passage because they felt it would be awkward if duty or
tax fraud were excluded from the offenses for whose investigation as-
sistance could be granted even though the internal Swiss legislation
qualified it as serious and punished it by imprisonment 5 Switzerland
is, therefore, able to raise banking secrecy when it involves a foreign
criminal proceeding for tax fraud. In the implementing regulations 76
that the Federal Council promulgated, the term "tax fraud" is defined
by reference to Article 14 of the Federal Law on the Administrative
Penal Law.7 7 Paragraph 2 of that Article states that:
[I]f the offender, by his fraudulent conduct, causes a duty or
tax, a contribution or other performance to be withheld from
the community illegally and in a considerable amount, or
causes another prejudice to its property, the penalty shall be
confinement in the prison up to one year or a fine up to 30,000
72. Message of the Federal Council to the Federal Assembly Transmitting the
Swiss-American Treaty on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters, BBe 1974 II 586.
73. IMAC, supra note 7, art. 3, para. 3.
74. Id.
75. Stenographic Bulletin of the Debates of the National Council [Sten. Bull. NR]
June 12, 1979, at 675.
76. Decree of February 24, 1982 Concerning Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters.
SR 351.11, AS 1982 878.




In practice, requests under the IMAC for assistance in criminal tax
investigations are submitted to the Swiss Federal Tax Administration
for comments as to whether the facts as set forth in the request would
constitute duty or tax fraud under Swiss law. Through this procedure,
the Tax Administration receives notice of cases that may be of interest
to them, and a uniform standard can be applied irrespective of the
place where the request is to be executed.79
When direct taxes are involved, assistance in criminal matters is
possible if, under Swiss law, there would be a criminal proceeding for
tax fraud. The Swiss Federal Tribunal defined tax fraud as the misrep-
resentation of facts that are essential for tax assessment purposes by
using false, counterfeit or untrue documents and thereby obtaining
more favorable assessment.80 Under Swiss tax law, ledgers (including
balance, profit and loss statements, account sheets, invoices and re-
ceipts, etc.) are considered documents in this regard, thus the non-ac-
counting of actual transactions (deals without invoices) or the account-
ing of fictitious transactions (false inventories, invoices inflated at the
request of the purchaser) are always considered tax fraud if committed
to evade paying taxes. Hence, assistance was possible in the following
hypothetical cases:
1. Use of fictitious orders for research to show non-existing
expenses: The accused bought a patent for an industrial
coating process and then falsely claimed to have further
developed it. The expenses he accounted for this non-ex-
isting research amounted to several hundred thousand
dollars.
2. Listing inventory at below market value to create reserves
for price increases is allowed, to a certain extent, under
Swiss tax law if a complete and accurate inventory is kept.
However, if the goods that are listed are non-existent, then
the losses recorded are fictitious, thus falling under the
conditions of tax fraud.
3. Fictitious loans to hide profits from the taxpayer's partici-
pation in companies located in a third country: The ac-
78. Id. art. 14, para. 2. This reference in the implementing regulations has been criti-
cized, as there could be the risk that Swiss authorities' support of a foreign criminal
proceedings would be instituted in Switzerland in the reverse case. See Widmer, Die
Internationale Rechtshilfe bei Abgabebet Kritische Bemerkungen zu Artikel 24 der
Rechtshilfeverordnung, 51 ARcHuv FOR SCHWEIZERISCHEs ABGABERECHT [ASA] 519 (1983).
79. Tax laws in Switzerland are, for the most part, matters left for the cantons.
80. Judgement of Jan. 18, 1984, BGE 110 IV 24, 28.
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cused bought real estate with those profits and falsely de-
clared to the tax authorities that he had received loans for
the purchase and had deposited securities as collateral.
The "interest payments" on the non-existing loans were
then deducted from his taxable income. Since the loan
agreements that he used to prove his deductions to the tax
authorities were false, the foreign authorities rightly as-
sumed that there was tax fraud and were granted
assistance.
It is far more difficult to determine if there is tax fraud when scru-
tinizing triangular transactions, (i.e., those routed through a company
domiciled in a country with low taxation). In these cases, the Federal
Tribunal has held that the mere fact that the taxpayer had bought the
merchandise at greater than market price was not considered fraud if a
real reduction of his profits resulted. Moreover, it is permissible to
purchase goods from one company even though they are manufactured
and furnished directly by another company. If, however, the requesting
authorities have a reasonable suspicion that the difference between
market price and the price actually paid went back to the taxpayer,
assistance is possible.81
Conversely, if the taxpayer made incomplete or incorrect state-
ments on his income tax return or made false oral statements to tax
officials, it is not considered tax fraud under Swiss law. No assistance
will be granted in those cases, since the only offense would be tax eva-
sion, an act that is not considered a criminal offense in Switzerland.
Generally, Swiss banks cannot be compelled to testify in a proceeding
for tax evasion." To do otherwise would grant foreign authorities more
power to set aside banking secrecy than has been granted to the Swiss
Tax Administration. The description of the facts in the request for as-
sistance should leave no doubt that there is the suspicion of tax fraud.
If not, the competent Swiss authority will deny the request. Moreover,
81. Judgement of Nov. 27, 1985, BGE 111 lb 242. The Federal Tribunal examined a
German request for assistance under IMAC that had been made in the investigation of
the following facts: German company A procured certain goods directly from the Spanish
company B that manufactured them. The invoices for those purchases were sent by the
Swiss company C, which doubled B's prices, paid the Spanish company B for the goods
purchased by A and kept the difference, i.e. 50%. Since A had actually paid twice the
market value of the goods, its ledgers could not be considered false because they cor-
rectly reflected the transaction. Only the return of the difference to A would make the
whole transaction fraudulent. Since the German request did not mention a possible re-
turn of the difference, assistance could not be granted. See id.
82. M. AUBERT, J. KERNEN & H. SCHOENLE, LE SECRET BANCAIRE SUISSE 140; see also
Judgement of Dec. 23, 1970, BGE I 96 746.
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the precautionary freeze of the suspect's assets in Switzerland is not
possible in a case of tax fraud, otherwise granting assistance would be
tantamount to executing foreign tax decisions in Switzerland. Since the
IMAC explicitly limits assistance granted by Swiss authorities in penal
proceedings for tax fraud to the collection of information and evi-
dence,83 the execution of foreign judgments in such cases is excluded.
It may be worthwhile comparing the several possibilities available
to Swiss authorities when they cooperate with American authorities in
tax cases. Under the 1951 Tax Convention," Swiss authorities are
obliged to furnish information for use in cases concerning taxes and
fraud prevention which come under the convention.85 According to a
judgement of the Swiss Federal Tribunal, this obligation to exchange
information does not mean that Switzerland would have the duty to
furnish evidence that is valid before an American court. 6
The SAT provides that assistance shall be rendered in investiga-
tions or proceedings involving violations of income tax provisions that
were committed by high ranking members of organized criminal
groups.87 Swiss authorities are required to furnish, as far as possible,
evidence that can be used in an American court, but their cooperation
is limited to criminal investigations for income tax violations commit-
ted by leading members of organized crime.
The IMAC permits the collaboration of Swiss authorities in cases
of duty or tax fraud. Whereas the ability to collaborate with foreign
authorities is not restricted to cases of organized crime or to income
tax violations, Swiss authorities will, as far as possible, collect evidence
that can be used in a foreign court, provided that the basis of the re-
quest is a fraud involving taxes or duties and not merely tax evasion.
V. THE RESERVATION OF SPECIALITY
Assistance is granted under the condition that the authorities of
the requesting state use the results of investigations made in Switzer-
land only for the purpose of investigating and trying those offenses for
which assistance is permitted.8 8 This formal "reservation of speciality"
83. IMAC, supra note 7, art. 3, para. 3.
84. Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation with Respect to Taxes on In-
come, supra note 69.
85. Id. art. XVI.
86. Judgement of May 21, 1975, BGE 101 Ia 154, 160. The court held that the Swiss
authorities fulfilled their obligation under the Tax Convention by furnishing a report
drawn up by the tax administration, but without enclosing any documentary evidence.
87. SAT, supra note 5, art. 7, para. 2.
88. Id. art. 5; IMAC, supra note 7, arts. 67, 3; ECMA, supra note 1, art. 2(b) (refer-
ring to the Swiss declaration to that article).
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is made by the Federal Office for Police Matters or, in case of direct
contacts, by the appropriate cantonal authority, when the documents
relating to the execution of the request are forwarded to the requesting
authority. The reservation is made by attaching a form sheet to the
cover letter that is addressed to the requesting authority.89 If the pa-
pers are immediately handed over to the foreign officials attending the
execution of the request, the speciality clause can be expressed by
making reference to it on the acknowledgment of receipt.
The Federal Tribunal has ruled that the reservation of speciality
must be made whenever the facts described in the foreign request for
assistance meet the elements of an ordinary offense and, at the same
time, a political, military or fiscal offense.90 What is considered a politi-
cal, military or fiscal offense is determined under Swiss law. This has
to be made clear to the authorities of the requesting state when the
reservation is made and, if necessary, the definition of the political,
89. The following wording is used on the form:
To the Authorities of the Requesting State.
Under Article 2 of the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal
Matters of April 20, 1959 and the Swiss reservation thereto or under Article 67
of the Swiss Federal Law on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters of March
20, 1981, the assistance granted is subject to the following condition:
Reservation of Specialty
1. The documents transmitted and the information contained therein may be
used for investigatory purposes or as evidence only in connection with a
prosecution regarding an ordinary criminal offense.
2. Any direct or indirect use of these documents and the information contained
therein in a criminal or administrative fiscal proceeding is excluded. The
same prohibition applies to proceedings regarding violations with respect to
customs duties, regulations forbidding the export of capital or dealing with
exchange control, or provisions restraining import, export or transit of cer-
tain merchandise. It is irrelevant whether those proceedings are directed
against the defendant in the criminal case or against a third party. No such
information may therefore, for whatever reason, be furnished to or brought
to the knowledge of the tax authorities of the requesting State or other State
authorities or officials charged with administrative or enforcement duties in
the field of taxes; customs or exchange control. This rule also applies to the
transmission of information to similar authorities of third countries.
3. The distinction between violations of monetary or fiscal regulations and or-
dinary criminal offenses shall only be made according to Swiss law.
4. The restriction does not apply to offenses which constitute tax fraud under
Swiss law.
5. Any further use of these documents and the information contained therein is
subject to explicit and previous authorization by the Federal Office for Po-
lice Matters.
90. Judgement of Oct. 9, 1981, BGE 107 Ib 264, 269. It is not necessary to express a
reservation of specialty whenever an American request is submitted since it is explicitly
laid down in Article 5 of the SAT. SAT, supra note 5, art. 5.
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military or fiscal offense has to be given.91 A reservation of this kind
prohibits the authorities of the requesting state from using any knowl-
edge gained from the furnished information in proceedings for fiscal,
political or military offenses. Not only the formal use of the furnished
documents as evidence is forbidden, but also the indirect utilization by
the criminal enforcement authorities by giving the tax or customs au-
thorities information gathered from the mutual assistance files.
If assistance is granted in connection with an investigation of tax
fraud, the results of the inquiries carried out in Switzerland may be
used for tax assessment purposes (i.e., outside the criminal proceedings
where assistance was sought) only if the criminal trial ends in a convic-
tion for tax fraud or if the defendant pleads guilty, and only with re-
spect to the tax that was the basis of the criminal proceedings. The use
of evidence from Switzerland by a foreign tax administration to levy or
collect a tax is precluded if the trial ends in an acquittal or the charge
is dropped. Thus, assistance in criminal law enforcement cannot be di-
verted to use in administrative proceedings.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it is fair to say that Switzerland cannot be
reproached as a haven for common criminals, members of organized
crime or those who commit tax fraud, since cooperation with foreign
authorities is granted to the fullest extent possible under Swiss law. If
foreign states were to require even broader assistance, they would be
asking for more than Swiss authorities may do in their own country. 2
91. See Judgement of Oct. 9, 1981, BGE 107 lb 264, 270.
92. In cases of organized crime, Switzerland does grant authorities of the United
States more than authorities of Switzerland. The SAT provides that compulsory mea-
sures shall also be applied if the condition of dual criminality is not fulfilled. SAT, supra
note 5, art. 7, para. 1. Moreover, assistance will be rendered in cases of tax evasion as
well. Swiss authorities are therefore bound to set aside banking secrecy in such cases
although the violation is not considered a criminal offense and although they could not
do so in a similar Swiss proceeding.
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